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1: Flight MH mystery prompts call to modernize tracking technology | News | Dallas News
The disappearance of Flight MH has horrified people across the globe. In an age where a stolen smartphone can be
pinpointed to any location on earth, the vanishing of a cruise liner and passengers is the greatest mystery since the
Mary Celeste.

Mar 15, By Radhika, Young Editor Last Saturday, the world learned of an event that is often associated with
fictional mysteries: Flight MH of Malaysia Airlines had gone missing. The flight, consisting of passengers and
crew members, went off-course and lost contact with air traffic control. Primary radar - one of the earliest
methods of tracking, uses radio signals, which are constantly being emitted by the plane. However, because a
radio signal is the same for all planes, it does not provide any information about which plane is emitting the
signal. The secondary radar is more commonly used because it provides information about the identity of the
plane. To use this tracking method, the air traffic control sends a radio signal to the plane. A continuous
transmission of this code allows the plane to be tracked. Solving The Mystery Of MH When a plane travels
more than miles out to sea, it cannot be reached by radar, so it communicates via high-frequency radio signals.
However, when Flight MH lost contact off the coast of Kuala Lumpur, it was within this radius and should
have been accessible via secondary radar. In the case of this flight, it is believed that the transponder stopped
working. The story has sparked a variety of theories about what actually happened to the plane, the most likely
being that someone in the cockpit had turned off the device intentionally. So how can we really know what
happened to the plane? Find the Black Box. The Black Box is a piece of equipment on the plane that records
voices from the cockpit and records if any part of the plane malfunctions. These two functions are extremely
important when trying to understand what went wrong in the event of a plane crash. Because of the
information the box carries, it is important that it be nearly indestructible. Protective measures include
aluminum to surround the memory cards, silica to insulate it from high-temperatures, and a stainless steel or
titanium outer covering. So even if the plane crashes, the data in the box remains intact. If we are able to find
the plane and the black box, we will finally know what happened to this mysterious flight. The question is will
we find it?
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Flight MH The Mystery is a book by the American-born-British author Nigel Cawthorne concerning the disappearance of
Malaysia Airlines Flight

Air traffic controllers lost contact at Military officials said that flight was last detected by military radar at 2:
It was flying at an altitude of 29, feetâ€¦. At a time during the flight, but as yet undisclosed, a relative
reportedly managed to call one of the passengers, who was carrying a Singapore phone. Malaysia Airlines has
repeatedly tried to call the same number but no ringtone has been heard. The normal route would have taken it
over Cambodia and Vietnam before entering Chinese airspace. No distress signal or message was sent but it is
believed the plane attempted to turn back from its scheduled path, perhaps towards Kuala Lumpur Airport.
Weather conditions on this flight are said to have been good and the experienced pilot had more than 18,
flying hours behind him, and he had been employed by the airline since Malaysia Airlines has a very good
safety record and the jet, a Boeing ER, is said to be one of the safest because of its modern technology. The
missing airplane No wreckage has been found despite early indications that potential debris from an aircraft
had been seen about 50 miles [80km] to the south-west of Tho Chu Island. The search effort, involving at least
34 aircraft and 40 ships from several countries, was widened to a kilometre radius from the point the plane
vanished from radar screens between Malaysia and Vietnam after two days. Malaysian maritime officials
found oil slicks in the South China Sea, but lab tests found that samples of it were not from an aircraft. On
Monday, a Singaporean search plane spotted a yellow object kilometres southwest of Tho Chu island, but it
turned out to be sea trash. Criminals and illegal migrants regularly travel on fake or stolen documents. The
five passengers have yet to be identified. No plane, No contact, Nothing! The plane, a Boeing ER, was
equipped with a transponder â€” an inbuilt tracker which automatically relays information about the flight
such as altitude to ground radar stations. That stopped sending information. Crews also have discrete radio
channels, and most aircraft have at least one other back-up communication system. Nothing was sent through
any of these channels either to indicate a problem. The plane was comfortably cruising at a height of about 35,
feet through the night sky above the South China Sea, so there should have been enough time for the pilot,
Zaharie Ahmad Shah, 53, or the co-pilot, Fariq Abdul Hamid, 27, to send a distress signal. But they did not.
An airplane can also glide for as long as 30 minutes in the event of total engine failure. For all communication
to suddenly stop, without a distress signal, would normally indicate some sort of sudden catastrophic failure
which would not allow the crew time to send messages using the radio or through the transponder. A
catastrophic failure at that height would have left some wreckage, as of yet, none has been found. Adding to
the mystery, the US has reviewed imagery taken by American spy satellites for evidence of a mid-air
explosion, but has not found anything to locate its whereabouts. The mobile phones are still ringing? The
phones rang, but nobody answered, according to a joint statement signed by 19 families. In each case, the
families said, the phone would ring but the call would be hung up or ring out. The sister of one of the Chinese
passengers rang his phone live on TV twice on Sunday morning and heard it ringing. She said she called again
later that afternoon and heard it ring once more. Malaysia Airlines flight MH was last heard from at 1. The
skies were clear and the plane has passengers on board. Of those, were Chinese â€” but in total 14 countries
had citizens on board. The plane sent no distress signal. And no wreckage has yet been found.
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A slightly different book for me, not a action thriller, or thriller of any kind. But the true mystery behind flight MH The
Mystery. Does this book have answers, no, but absolutely massive amounts of facts on so many more flight accidents,
terrorism, explosions, fires, pilots and their stories.

Piece of wing consistent with jet like MH Aviation experts say the debris is consistent with that from a
Boeing , and MH is only Boeing that has gone missing over water. On Thursday, Boeing investigators had a
high level of confidence that the debris found on Reunion Island came from a because of photos that have
been analyzed and because of a component number on the debris that "corresponds to a part," according to a
source close to the investigation. Read More What was found, and why is it so intriguing? Remembering the
passengers of MH Photos: Remembering the passengers of MH There is still no way to know for sure why
Flight MH ended, but we are learning more about the lives of those on board. CNN is remembering them
through snapshots shared with us. Hide Caption 1 of 12 Photos: Remembering the passengers of MH Rodney
and Mary Burrows were looking forward to becoming first-time grandparents after their return home to
Australia. Remembering the passengers of MH Australians Catherine and Robert Lawton were traveling with
friends on vacation when the flight disappeared. Hide Caption 3 of 12 Photos: Remembering the passengers of
MH Paul Weeks was traveling to Mongolia for a new job as an engineer. His wife says Paul left behind his
watch and his wedding ring before the trip, in case anything happened to him while he was away. Hide
Caption 4 of 12 Photos: Narendran wait patiently, trying to manage their anxiety and longing for her return.
Hide Caption 5 of 12 Photos: Remembering the passengers of MH Muktesh Mukherjee and Xiaomo Bai had
been vacationing in Vietnam and were on their way home to their two young sons in Beijing. Hide Caption 6
of 12 Photos: Remembering the passengers of MH year-old Liu Rusheng, an accomplished calligrapher and
one of the oldest passengers on the flight, was in Malaysia to attend an art exhibition with his wife. Hide
Caption 7 of 12 Photos: The photo is captioned, simply, "I love you," in French. Hide Caption 8 of 12 Photos:
Remembering the passengers of MH Firman Chandra Siregar, 24, studied electrical engineering in Indonesia
and was on his way to Beijing on board Flight to start a new job at an oil company. Hide Caption 9 of 12
Photos: Remembering the passengers of MH Patrick Francis Gomes, center, was the in-flight supervisor for
the missing plane. His daughter describes him as a quiet person with a sense of humor. Hide Caption 10 of 12
Photos: Hide Caption 11 of 12 Photos: Remembering the passengers of MH We do not have photos of all
passengers, but we wanted to remember that there are loved ones around the world missing them right now.
Hide Caption 12 of 12 Experts say the metallic debris may be a piece of a moving wing surface known as a
flaperon from a Boeing According to the Aviation Safety Network, which tracks aviation accidents, there
have been only five accidents in which the aircraft were destroyed. Three happened at airports in London,
Cairo and San Francisco. MH17 was shot down over Ukraine, and MH disappeared over water. What are
searchers doing now? Investigators continue to arrive at the area where the debris was found. Police are also
encouraging locals to look for debris around the beach. Madame Thibault-Le Cuivre, the spokesperson for the
chief prosecutor on Reunion Island, said French police will oversee the transport of the debris. How far away
was debris found, and when and where did go missing? In the early hours of March 8, , Flight took off from
Kuala Lumpur International Airport in Malaysia en route to Beijing, with passengers and crew on board.
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The conclusions have not been backed by any official findings from investigations into the mystery surrounding the
March flight. But the experts on the "60 Minutes" show sought to draw the.

Tech expert Ian Wilson has exclusively shown Daily Star Online where he believes a plane is lying in a
high-altitude jungle. And what makes our exclusive even more startling is the clues stack up to suggest Wilson
HAS found the doomed airliner which vanished four years ago. It lies around 60 miles west of capital Phnom
Penh, an area air traffic controllers enquired about following its disappearance. And at 70 metres it measures
close to the Following his game-changing spot, a Chinese firm reportedly assembled 10 satellites to zoom in
on the area pinpointed by Wilson. However, Chinese newspaper Global Times reports that the company has
still called for a ground search team to explore the spot. Private investigator Andre Milne â€” founder of
military technology firm Unicorn Aerospace â€” has urged Google to explain the image. He believes the plane
has been caught mid-flight â€” a theory also held by the Aviation Safety Network â€” but wants the tech giant
to re-examine the snap. Milne told Daily Star Online: Daily Star Online has approached Google, which says it
will respond to the claims next week, for comment. Flight MH went missing on March 8, , during a handover
between Malaysian and Vietnamese air-traffic controllers with the transponder shut down. Malaysia Airlines
Flight was a scheduled international passenger flight operated by Malaysia Airlines that disappeared on 8
March while flying from Kuala Lumpur International Airport, Malaysia, to its destination, Beijing Capital
International Airport in China. The aircraft was lost from ATC radar screens minutes later, but was tracked by
military radar for another hour, deviating westwards from its planned flight path, crossing the Malay Peninsula
and Andaman Sea. It left radar range nautical miles km northwest of Penang Island in northwestern Malaysia.
The combined loss caused significant financial problems for Malaysia Airlines, which was renationalised by
the Malaysian government in late The lack of official information in the days immediately after the
disappearance prompted fierce criticism from the Chinese public, particularly from relatives of the passengers;
most on board Flight were of Chinese origin. Several pieces of marine debris confirmed to be from the aircraft
were washed ashore in the western Indian Ocean during and After a three-year search across , km2 46, sq mi
of ocean failed to locate the aircraft, the Joint Agency Coordination Centre heading the operation suspended
their activities in January A second search launched in January by the private contractor Ocean Infinity also
ended without success after six months. The disappearance of Flight has been dubbed one of the greatest
aviation mysteries of all time. Relying mostly on analysis of data from the Inmarsat satellite with which the
aircraft last communicated, the Australian Transport Safety Bureau proposed initially that a hypoxia event was
the most likely cause given the available evidence, although there has not been any consensus concerning this
theory among investigators. In the absence of a definitive cause of the disappearance, safety recommendations
and regulations of the air transport industry, citing Flight , have been intended mostly to prevent a repetition of
the circumstances associated with the loss. These include increased battery life on underwater locator beacons,
lengthening of recording times on flight data recorders and cockpit voice recorders, and new standards for
aircraft position reporting over open ocean. The final report from the Malaysian Ministry of Transport on the
disappearance was released on 30 July It did not provide new information concerning the fate of the airplane,
but did indicate errors made by Malaysian air traffic controllers in their limited efforts in attempting to
communicate with the aircraft.
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5: The mystery of Flight MH What you need to know - CNN
Investigators are claiming to have solved the mystery of flight MH, a Malaysian Airlines flight that vanished with people
on board during a flight from Kuala Lumpur to Beijing in March

Total Malaysia Airlines released the names and nationalities of the passengers and 12 crew members, based on
the flight manifest , later modified to include two Iranian passengers traveling on stolen passports. Zaharie was
promoted to Captain of Boeing in , Captain of Airbus A in , and to Captain of Boeing in He joined Malaysia
Airlines as a cadet pilot in and became a Second Officer on Boeing aircraft. He was promoted to First Officer
of Boeing aircraft in and later transitioned to Airbus A aircraft in In November , he began training as First
Officer of Boeing aircraft. Flight was his final training flight and he was scheduled to be examined on his next
flight. Fariq had 2, hours of flying experience. The remaining passengers were from 13 different countries.
Flight was a scheduled flight in the early morning of 8 March from Kuala Lumpur , Malaysia, to Beijing,
China. Voice analysis has determined that the First Officer communicated with ATC while the flight was on
the ground and that the Captain communicated with ATC after departure. Malaysian three seven zero.
Indonesia has an early-warning radar system, but its air traffic control radar did not register any aircraft with
the transponder code used by Flight , despite the aircraft possibly having flown near, or over, the northern tip
of Sumatra. The radar position symbols for the transponder code used by Flight vanished after the transponder
is thought to have been turned off. The signal did not include identifying data. After logging on to the
network, the satellite data unit aboard the aircraft responded to hourly status requests from Inmarsat and two
ground-to-aircraft telephone calls, at The aircraft sent a log-on request at The log-on acknowledgement is the
last piece of data available from Flight The aircraft did not respond to a status request from Inmarsat at The
two centres exchanged four more calls during the next 20 minutes with no new information. The attempt was
unsuccessful. Presumed loss[ edit ] Malaysia Airlines issued a media statement at As there were no places
there where it could have landed, the aircraft must therefore have crashed into the sea. It notified most of the
families in person or via telephone, and some received an SMS in English and Chinese informing them that it
was likely that the aircraft had crashed with no survivors. For example, on 19 March , CNN reported that
witnesses, including fishermen, an oil rig worker and people on the Kuda Huvadhoo atoll in the Maldives saw
the missing airliner.
6: The Mystery Of Flight MH | Youngzine
The disappearance of flight MH four years ago has been one of the greatest aviation mysteries of all time.. The Malaysia
Airlines jet was carrying people when it disappeared off the radar.

7: Flight MH mystery: Man 'spotted' plane on Google Maps - Unexplained Mysteries
MALAYSIA Airlines flight MH became one of the world's greatest aviation mystery when it vanished without a trace. Four
years on, experts are no closer to finding the missing Boeing Here's.

8: The mystery of missing Flight MH â€“ Strange Unexplained Mysteries
It was March 8, , when people boarded the Malaysian Airline Flight MH with absolutely no idea that their flight would be
taking a very unexpected turn.

9: Mystery of flight MH crash solved, investigators say - AOL News
The fate of missing Malaysian Airlines flight MH is likely to remain a mystery after a final report from the Malaysian
authorities failed to provide any concrete.
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